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Writing to a young lady in Paris Literary Analysis As the title of the letter suggests, is a key tool, as it affects both history and character. The letter is written by the main character who tells the story, this is the main character narrator, in the first person and then the witness narrator, as the rabbits become
heroes. He writes a letter to a young lady named Andre, who is visiting Paris while he temporarily occupies his department on Suipach Street in Buenos Aires. Facts are told in chronological order, so they are told linearly. The main character - the author of the letter, who throughout history never knows
his name. Secondary characters - Andre: She is the recipient of the card. It is located in Paris.           - Sarah: She's the maid in charge of Andre's house.           - Lady Molina: This is who the writer gives rabbits to as soon as they've grown up. The sender of the letter, when he arrives at the apartment of
the lady, vomits a very small white rabbit. It's a fantastic element that this daily life bursts, or that life that can be anyone's, and it comes so naturally that it seems believable. The letter is interrupted for reasons of work, and during this period there is a fact that changes history. Known the purpose of the
first part of the letter, which is written before the break, when there were only 10 rabbits, to warn Andre about them and their antics, and to refrain from all guilt, because it explains in detail the care he took in repair and disaster avoidance, but the second part of the letter, despair took the man , with the
arrival of the eleventh rabbit, and the size of the other ten, crosses the limit of acceptance and enters the desire to destroy them and their position , the letter acquires a decisive tone to end in suicide, so that the second part, becomes a suicide card. The fact that the main character is sick of the rabbit,
causes a sense of ambiguity. Fantastic event, in the narrative, does not respond to any laws of this world or any other, so it becomes inexplicable, which, in turn, raises doubts among the reader. The fantastic fact surprises the reader, but not the character as he vomited rabbits a long time ago. Doubt is a
fundamental element in the fantastic, as the reader comes to doubt in the order of rational and natural. Facts occur in enclosed spaces. The apartment for the main character is the environment of others, belonging to a missing and distant person. And far this applies not only to the fact that it is physically
miles, but that Andre is unattainable for him, as he belongs to a higher and more refined social class. There is an in-out relationship between the main character's body and rabbits, as one might understand (in variants) that what vomits him is suppressed by feelings, anger, suffering, or perhaps just the
work of creativity is an issue. So there's a similar relationship between the department and the verdict. He is locked or repressed property, decides to free himself, ending his life and with his alleged cause of suffering, rabbits. All the things and objects in the house that he can't touch oppress him in some
way: (...) And I can't bring my fingers closer to the book, just wrap the light cone of the lamp, reveal the music box, without the outrage and defiance passing through my eyes like the side of sparrows. Outside the department, there is his work, OFFICE: (...) cover cries, orders, royal machines, vice
presidents and mimographers . Rabbits can be said to break or change the order of the department and the world; they also corrupt the time by changing the day at night. Her day begins at the hour that dinner follows, when Sarah (...) locks up in her room, and suddenly I am alone, alone with the
condemned closet, only with my duty and my sadness. (...) I don't know how I resist, Andre. However, the problem is not in rabbits, but in itself. The same goes for his weirdness with the department, something like this he doesn't fit in. They play and even destroy valuables such as books and paintings, so
the main character does not even have time to take care of his things, as he has to fix what the animals left broken. The main character, after a constant struggle, resigned himself to the struggle with his problem. As this internal character conflict is increased, the character makes the decision to take his
own life and that of the rabbits by throwing from the alba-filled Suipacha balcony. The letter to the young lady in Paris Julio Cortasar Gunero CuentoIdioma Espa'olPublished in Bestiario edition of SudamericanaPa's ArgentinaFormato Printed data on Wikidata Letter to the young lady in Paris is the second
story about the book Bestiario de Julio Cortasar. It refers to the first literary stage of the writer, which is characterized by pure language and short sentences, unlike his later works. In this story of the main character - the narrator nausea rabbits. A girl named Andre lent her an apartment while she was in
Paris. He writes her a letter in which he tells about a strange event that happened to her, and how she intends to get rid of rabbits. El Plot and the main character writes a letter to a young lady named Andre, who visits Paris while he takes care of his apartment on Suipaccha Street in Buenos Aires, which
he describes in detail in the first lines. Everything in the apartment is completely tidy, and the character is ashamed to move even the smallest pieces. The reason for the writing, on the other hand, is because of a rather physical problem that runs through the character: the vomiting of rabbits. This incident,
described in detail and which may seem strange, is the most natural to him. He did this for a long time during regular periods of a few weeks, so he is already so used to it that he even has room with food for rabbits on the balcony. However, when you move, you start throwing rabbits every one or two
days. Soon he does not know what to do with them and how to hide them from a maid named Sarah. He locks them in the bedroom closet during the day and lets them out at night. At first they are beautiful and calm, so they can not be killed, but over time they become ugly and break everything. Although
there were only ten of them, I have the theme of rabbits perfectly solved. But when the eleventh appeared, he could not contain the situation. The narrator did his best to clean and repair what the animals had broken, and left a letter in the apartment so that it would not be lost in the mail. He concludes
with I don't think it's hard for them to collect eleven rabbits dotted over, maybe, or notice them, busy with another body that should be taken soon before the first schoolgirls pass. Analysis of the work Plot is written as a letter-confession. It can be divided into three stages: in the first hero writes a letter, in
the second there are rabbits - the character becomes passive - and in the last falls on the narrator. These stages make history a ripple motion in which the tension of the narrative grows. These three stages are marked by three limitations: the inability to kill a rabbit at the end of the first part, the
appearance of the eleventh rabbit at the end of the second, and a decision that jeopardizes the character at the end of the story - the killing of rabbits, at the cost of their own lives; or commit suicide and realize the end of their problems. As with all of Cortasar's work, there are several possible indications.
The narrator has many roles that cause unrest and provoke the maid, suggesting that the character is a writer. This opens up the possibility that the story is a metaphor for creative activity: rabbit work that sprouts from the character without him finding an explanation and even sitting on moments Thus,
killing rabbits, he destroys his work. Allusions to Eduardo Darnauchan's Ballad for a Skinny Woman, And there are no rabbits on the balcony. In the song Conejitos, from the album Iprendete singer Sol Pereira, he hints at the vomit of rabbits and not knowing what to do with this situation. Links by Carmen
Goymil Pelouffo. Comment on the story of Julio Cortazar Letter to a young lady in Paris. It's red-stated. Archive from the original on July 27, 2014. Received on February 19, 2013.  Hempel, Mark (2008). Neofattic elements in Jules Cortazar's Letter to Miss in Paris. 7-8. ISBN 9783640109647. Received on
February 20, 2013.  Vazquez Rodriguez, Fernando (2002). Culture as text: reading, semiotics and education. Javerian's Pontifical University. 125-129 redundant pages and pages (help) for example. ISBN 9789586834698. Received on February 20, 2013.  b Standish, Peter (2001). Univ from south
Carolina press, South Carolina. Understanding Julio Cortazar. page 24. ISBN 9781570033902. Received on February 20, 2013.  External links Full text of a letter to a young lady in Paris at the Seva City Digital Library. Score thesina, which analyzes the history. Data: No5753769 Received from carta a
una señorita en paris analisis literario. carta a una señorita en paris analisis prezi. carta a una señorita en paris analisis pdf. carta a una señorita en paris analisis fantastico. cortazar carta a una señorita en paris analisis. bestiario carta a una señorita en paris analisis. cuento carta a una señorita en paris
analisis. analisis completo de carta a una señorita en paris
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